In Loco Parentis
Online Screening

CHARLOTTE VINCENT’S SEARING EXPLORATION OF THE
WORLD OF CHILDREN IN CARE, AND THE PEOPLE WHO
LOOK AFTER THEM.
“What In Loco Parentis conveys, with its arduous carousel of
disordered and disrupted interactions, is the visceral
emotional labour involved in surviving – and creating –
home.” The Psychologist

In response to the COVID crisis and the postponed tour of In Loco Parentis,
Vincent Dance Theatre is offering venues an alternative to live
programming, a 90-minute Online Screening of the production, captured on
stage at the premiere at Connaught Theatre, Worthing in March 2020.
Vincent Dance Theatre has a reputation for inventive political productions
which quite literally delve into the fabric of British society through a sociallyengaged, UK wide research process. With In Loco Parentis, Charlotte
Vincent has focussed on themes of home, family and belonging. Informed by
real-life testimonies, this intergenerational dance-theatre piece is the latest in
a series which began with Vincent’s one off production The Art of
Attachment in 2018, a collaboration with women in recovery from substance
misuse, some of whom had been separated from their children. In Loco
Parentis shifts the spotlight to the stories of the children themselves, and
reflects on inherited cycles of trauma, rupture and repair that drive children
into foster care, care homes and adoptive families.
The production is emotionally involving and psychologically layered. The
adult performers (VDT regular collaborators, Robert Clark, Aurora Lubos and
Janusz Orlik) adopt diverse roles as care-givers, victims and abusers,
reflecting the way adults pass through the lives of children within the care
system. The stories of the children meanwhile, delivered in part via recorded
testimonies and in part by the performances of an 11 year old girl and a 13
year old boy, are fragmented and contradictory, dominated as they are by the
strong adult presence on stage, as in real life. A realistic doll baby, picked up,
soothed, then put down and discarded on the floor is the eerily still centre of a
frenetic performance – at once nurtured and neglected in a cycle of rupture
and repair.
With text written by Wendy Houstoun and music composed by Jules
Maxwell, In Loco Parentis combines spoken word with movement and
strong visual imagery to illuminate the children’s inner worlds and pinpoint
their extraordinary resilience. The three-camera edit of the live production,
captured by Bosie Vincent, Cinematographer and Editor for VDT’s Shut
Down and Virgin Territory film installations and Art of Attachment, is available
for presenters to host temporarily via their own YouTube channel as a
ticketed event (can be offered free or pay to view).

AUDIENCE FEEDBACK

FEEDBACK FROM AUDIENCE OF SCREENING:
“That was fantastic. Harrowing in places and true and beautiful. I am
so glad I got to see it. Thanks for putting it online” Gary Clarke
“Fine fine work .......not many words right now- but stunning...”
Audience UK
“Excellent! Harrowing, moving and revealing.” Audience UK
“A master in an excellent shape and form.” Audience Poland
“Felt like being pushed to the back of the couch from first to last
minute. Congratulations.” Audience Poland
“Beautiful and moving. So very needed to be shown. Thank God that
such performances are being made!!!! Thank you - It was a real
feast!” Audience Poland
“Strong performances and execution… Congratulations! Janusz’s
minimalistic solo amazing, once subtle, at other times vicious.”
Audience Poland

FEEDBACK FROM AUDIENCE AT LIVE PERFORMANCE:
“Wonderful piece - really beautiful very, very moving”
Audience member & Q+A participant
“This piece strikes to heart of what it's like to be within the madness
of it all [care system]” Audience member & Q+A participant
“What a profound piece. Charlotte is so skilled being able to
translate complex dynamics into such a creative and accessible
performance. I loved the multi layering that was there and your
varied use of media. I thought this enabled the audience to have a
sense of the confusion around for our children… I actually think it
was so profound that some were stunned into silence. I think many
will be processing what they experienced for many weeks.”
Louise Michelle Bombèr, Strategic Attachment Lead Teacher & Therapist
(Post-show Q+A Panel Member)
“Congratulations for a cracking show last night. Always challenging
and such a brilliant cast – a true VDT experience.”
Cath James, Artistic Director, South East Dance
“That's my life there on stage” Audience Member & Foster Carer
“Excellent show, really enjoyed it, the performers, music content,
best yet!!” Audience Member
“Many people were moved to tears… [some] from the very first to
the very final scene.” Audience member
“Insightful performance, understanding and compassionate. Would
recommend to see this company.” Audience member
“The children performing were incredible” Audience member
“A night of vivid dreams about your work... the word that came up
over and over was ‘belonging’: what it means to belong to ourselves
and to a family, and how can we find that if we are only shown
abandonment? And how that sense of belonging to ourselves or to
others shapes us. It felt like more than ‘attachment’ somehow. Work
to chew on and mull over. Bravo. Thank you”. Audience member

BOSIE VINCENT
Bosie has been making films, documentaries and television programmes for over 20
years for the BBC, Channel 4, Sky Arts, PBS, Discovery and National Geographic. His
work covers diverse subjects including science, art/design, music as well as wildlife
and adventure and has taken him all over the world. Working primarily as a selfshooting, in the last couple of years Bosie has camped in a cave in Borneo for four
days in search of rare wildlife, filmed historian Michael Wood in China for BBC2’s The
Story of China, followed young black Americans tracing their cultural roots on a
religious pilgrimage to Nigeria and followed scientists working on an erupting volcano
in Hawaii. He has also shot/directed programmes on architecture, fashion, the
development of modern music and the stories of the world’s most notorious art heists.

CONTEXT
“The paradox for the hopeless child is that there is much hope in being able to
find someone who can really hear and see their hopelessness.”
Dan Hughes, Clinical Psychologist
In loco parentis is Latin for ‘in the place of a parent’. A child's relationship with its
primary care giver inform its social, psychological and emotional development and its
ability to form secure and meaningful attachments later in life. It is well understood
that children’s early experiences have a significant impact on development and future
relationships and life chances. As a result of their experiences both before and during
local authority care, care experienced children are 4 times more likely to have a
mental health difficulty and less likely to go on to education, employment or training
than their non-care-experienced peers (NSPCC).
At 31 March 2019, the number of children looked after by local authorities in England
increased by 4% since 2018 to 78,150, continuing increases seen in recent years.
This is equivalent to a rate of 65 children per 10,000. Adoptions from care continue to
fall - by 7% to 3,570 continuing the drop from a peak of 5,360 adoptions in 2015.

BOOKING DETAILS
Available

on request

No. of performers:

5 Performers

Running time:

90 minutes

Video trailer:

https://youtu.be/lG_twP845Mw

Full length live capture:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akAelMeNgxg&feature=youtu.be

Video of post-show talk:

https://youtu.be/TOr-ZT-tW94

Fee:

£800 plus VAT including post-show discussion with
choreographer Charlotte Vincent.

How it works:

Presenters temporarily host the work on their
YouTube channel, give a password to ticket
holders and take it down after the Presentation
Window. Vincent Dance Theatre holds the
copyright to In Loco Parentis and links must not
be downloadable. Presenters pass on data
relating to numbers of individual screenings and
demographic information (obtainable via Google
Analytics).

Contact:

Sarah Trist 07757 654790 sarah@stdma.com

www.stdma.com
www.vincentdt.com
In Loco Parentis is commissioned by Worthing Theatres and
Pavilion Dance South West.

